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Most recently, we have designed and implemented several substantial innovations, particularly 

in the module VMC® Simulation. VMC® Simulation uses a model of the world in which, among 

others, the worldwide road network, altitude profiles and traffic signs are available. We use 

simplified vehicle models to predict simulation-based driver- and vehicle-specific loads, energy 

requirements or vehicle consumption. After defining one or more routes and defining driver 

and vehicle characteristics, a speed profile is computed by an optimal control approach, from 

which longitudinal and lateral loads, driving resistances, energy requirements or consumption 

can be derived.

The results are used, e. g., in the fields of durability and powertrain development, but also in 

the context of real vehicle consumption and emission determination, to derive customer- and 

usage-specific reference routes.

New developments with MAN

In projects with MAN Truck & Bus AG, we have implemented improved powertrain models, which 

allow predictive statements about engine torque, speed and gear distributions on selected routes 

or in certain regions of the world. Furthermore, we have developed a new algorithm that selects 

a set of routes and road segments, which are representative for a region with respect to certain 

criteria (e. g. occuring slopes). In a next step, a route of specified length can be chosen, which is 

as representative as possible and which can also be actually driven by a real vehicle (campaign 

planning).

VMC® SIMULATION – REPRESENTATIVE PREDICTION 
OF LOADS AND ENERGY CONSUMPTION

1  Main components of 

the Software-Suite VMC®

2  Route-, vehicle- and 

driver-specific calculation 

of speed profiles

For many years, we have been working on the integration and use of global geo-refer-

enced data in the vehicle development process. This has led to the development of the 

software suite Virtual Measurement Campaign VMC®. Its fundamental objective is to 

efficiently analyze the strongly varying usage variability and the resulting variations 

in the loads and performance requirements. This opens the possibility to take those 

results into account even at an early stage in the design process.
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Usage dependent prediction of loads, consumption  
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